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� An innovative viscosity-modifying admixture (VMA) is produced from paper pulp.
� The versatility of using milled paper pulp as a VMA in cement composites is validated.
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In this paper, we report the performance of paper pulp as an innovative viscosity modifying admixture
(VMA) for cement composites. Two different levels of fineness were obtained by mechanical milling of
the same source of paper pulp. Their effects on viscosity modification, hydration kinetics, autogenous
shrinkage, and compressive strength of cement grouts were measured, and their structural integrity at
high pH was assessed. A new parameter was proposed to quantify nonlinearity induced by VMAs.
Results showed that the hierarchical structure of paper pulp makes it possible to activate bridging floc-
culation and swelling mechanisms of hydrophile paper pulp fibers at different levels to produce versatile
VMAs. The coarser milled paper pulp fibers mainly influences the plastic viscosity. By contrast, the milled
paper pulp consisting of ultra-fine fibers significantly modifies both plastic viscosity and dynamic yield
stress, induces more nonlinearity in the mixtures, and increases compressive strength of mortars at
low dosages.

� 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Paper pulp is attracting widespread interest in different fields
thanks to its high volume, environmental-friendly origin, and
potential economic profits. It has helped the paper industry to
maintain its high rank among recycling industries as a combination
of recycled and virgin pulp leads to suitable paper quality [1].
Nonetheless, digitization has caused less demand for paper pulp,
especially in Europe and North America [2]. This reduction has
resulted in initiating endeavors to transform the paper industry
and find other ways to valorize paper pulp. So far, the valorization
methods have been limited to applications such as manufacturing
fibrous insulation in buildings [3], producing bitumen thickener in
asphalt [3], or producing energy by incineration [3,4]. In a quest for
a desirable industry for valorization, the cement and concrete
industry would be a right candidate, because of both enormous
volume produced worldwide annually (4.1 and 25 billion tons for
cement and concrete, respectively [5,6]) and the big admixture
market (estimated to be $38 billion by 2024 [7]).

Currently, as detailed in Table 1, one way to valorize wood-
based pulp is to incorporate it as a reinforcing agent in cement
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Nomenclatures

c curvature parameter of the modified Bingham model
[Pa�s2]

K consistency factor of the Herschel-Bulkley model
n flow index of the Herschel-Bulkley model
_c shear rate [s�1]
r shear stress [Pa]

rD dynamic yield stress of Bingham model [Pa]
r0 yield stress of the Herschel-Bulkley model [Pa]
gB plastic viscosity of the Bingham model [Pa�s]

Table 1
An overview of the research on applying wood-based pulp in cement composites.

Authors Recipe Properties tested
Binder Fibril types Pulp % Application

Correia et al. 2018 [8] OPC* Bamboo pulp + CNF⁑ 8% Reinforcement of extruded cement paste
Campello et al. 2016 [9] OPC* Bamboo pulp 6% Reinforcement of cementitious composites
Khorami et al. 2016 [12] OPC* Waste kraft pulp 8% Asbestos replacement in fiber cement board
Shokrieh et al. 2015 [18] OPC* + Bentonite PVAy + Cellulose pulp 3% to 7.5% Reinforcement of cement composite sheets
Ballesteros et al. 2015 [20] OPC* Pine and eucalyptus pulp 5% Reinforcement in cementitious matrices
Claramunt et al. 2015 [19] OPC* Conventional pulp + Nanofibrillated pulp 8% Reinforcement in cement mortars
Hosseinpourpia et al. 2014 [26] OPC* Waste sulfite pulp 5% to 15% Reinforcement in cementitious composites
Tonoli et al. 2013 [13] OPC* Isocyanate-treated eucalyptus kraft pulp 5% Reinforcement in cement composites
Khorami & Ganjian 2013 [14] OPC* Kraft pulp 1–14% Flexural improvement of cement composites
Mármol et al. 2013 [23] OPC* + Gypsum Softwood pulp (Pinus) 9% Reinforcement in cementitious composites
Jongvisuttisun et. al. 2012 [27] OPC* Eucalyptus pulp 7.5% to 15% Internal curing
Mezencevova et al. 2012 [28] OPC* Thermomechanical pulp (TMP) 5% Internal curing
Tonoli et al. 2010 [21] OPC* Eucalyptus pulp 5% Reinforcement of cementitious materials
Tonoli et al. 2010 [22] OPC* Eucalyptus and pine kraft pulp 10% Reinforcement of cement composites
Mohr et al. 2007 [15] OPC* + Pozzolans Kraft pulp 4% Reinforced cement-based materials
El-Ashkar et al. 2007 [16] OPC* Kraft pulp 1.2% and 2% Reinforced cement mortars
Tonoli et al. 2007 [24] OPC* Sisal pulp 4.7% Reinforced cement composites
Rodrigues et al. 2006 [10] OPC* + Pozzolan Bamboo pulp 8% Reinforced cement composites
Mohr et al. 2006 [17] OPC* Kraft pulp 4% Reinforced cement composite
Savastano Jr. et al. 2003 [25] OPC* and BFS3 Sisal pulp 8% Reinforced cement
Coutts et al. 1994 [11] OPC* Bamboo pulp 10% Reinforced cement composite

* Ordinary Portland Cement; ⁑ Cellulose Nano Fiber; 3Blast Furnace Slag; y Polyvinyl alcohol.
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composites. For example, there has been extensive research on
applying bamboo pulp [8–11], kraft pulp [12–17], cellulose pulp
[18,19], Pine and eucalyptus pulp [20–22], pinus pulp [23], sisal
pulp [24,25], and waste pulp [26] in cement composites as a rein-
forcement. Another way to valorize wood-based pulp is to utilize it
as an internal curing agent for cement composites [27,28]. Pulp
dosages of up to 15% weight of cementitious materials have been
reported for both applications. However, little attention has been
paid to the wood-based pulps.hierarchical and hydrophilic charac-
teristics of the wood-based pulp as a route to make highly effective
concrete additives.

As shown in Fig. 1, the paper pulp has a hierarchical structure
[29] in which macro fibers consist of microfibers where the latter
are also made up of nanofibers. Such a hierarchical structure and
hydrophilic properties can be used to form a hypothesis that differ-
ent levels of fineness of the same source of paper pulp would be
(a): Cell wall 

(b): Macro fiber 

(c): Microfiber 

(d): Nanofiber 

Fig. 1. The schematic hierarchical arrangement of fibers in paper pulp.
obtained by mechanical milling, resulting in exposing and spread-
ing hydrophilic fibers at different levels of the hierarchy to produce
various highly effective versatile VMAs. VMAs are usually water-
soluble natural, semi-synthetic, or synthetic admixtures used to
adjust the rheological behavior of cement composites [30]. Their
application includes a wide variety of uses such as self-
consolidating concrete [31], under-water concrete [32], Ultra-
high performance concrete (UHPC) [33–35], cement asphalt mix-
tures [36], pumpable concrete and shotcrete [37,38], oil-well con-
crete [39] and 3D printing concrete [40]. Different VMAs have
various effects on the rheological behavior of cement composites.
Hence, characterizing the added value of a new source of VMA is
of vital importance.

This study examines milled paper pulp as an innovative viscos-
ity modifying admixture for cement composites. Milled paper pulp
differs from most polymeric VMAs in that in the first place, it is not
water-soluble. In the second place, it has two pivotal geometric
parameters, namely the diameter and length of fibers. Insolubility
in water makes the size and morphology of milled paper pulp sig-
nificantly influential on the rheological adjustment performance.
These characteristics would be used to manufacture versatile
VMAs with different levels of viscosity-modifying properties.
Besides, in addition to the rheological behavior, several substantial
hardened properties of cement composites such as hydration
kinetics, shrinkage, and strength rely strongly on water. Conse-
quently, the hydrophile milled paper pulp might also affect these
hardened characteristics. Furthermore, cement composites have a
highly alkaline environment that might affect the structural integ-
rity of milled paper pulp at an early age.
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This study aims at filling these research gaps by a methodolog-
ical approach that begins with manufacturing and characterizing
milled paper pulp at two different fineness. Next, the influence of
the fineness of paper pulp on the rheological properties of cement
composites is characterized by different rheological models and
compared to those of two commercially available VMAs, namely
diutan gum and MasterMatrix. Then, the effects of the fineness of
milled paper pulp on the hydration kinetics and autogenous
shrinkage of cement composites are studied. Additionally, the sta-
bility of milled paper pulp at high pH is evaluated by calcium
hydroxide treatment. Finally, Welch’s ANOVA and Games-Howell
post hoc tests are utilized to investigate the influences of milled
paper pulp fineness on the compressive and flexural strengths of
cement mortars.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The current investigation involved analyzing the influences of
fineness of paper pulp on the fresh and hardened properties of
cement grouts. Milled paper pulp was manufactured at two differ-
ent fineness by mechanical milling of the same source of paper
pulp at different energy levels at Sappi (the Netherlands) and is
referred to as low-energy milled paper pulp (LPP) and high-
energy milled paper pulp (HPP) in this study. In order to character-
ize the fiber length characteristics after processing, according to
ISO 16065:2 [41], a Lorentzen & Wettre Online Fiber Tester device
was utilized. This device reports fiber size distribution by classify-
ing it into three types of course, fine, and ultra-fine fibers, based on
the range of their dimensions, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and listed
below:

- Coarse fibers: ðlength > 200lmÞ;
- Fine fibers: ðlength > 100lmÞ ORðlength < 100lmANDwidthþ
0:35 � length > 50Þ

- Ultra-fine fibers: ðlength < 100lmANDwidthþ 0:35 � length
< 50Þ

The data in Fig. 2 suggest that more than half of the low-energy
milled paper pulp (LPP) consisted of coarse fibers, whereas around
85% of the high-energy milled paper pulp was made up of ultra-
fine fibers. Mid-range fine fibers constituted 10.8% and 16.7% of
Fig. 2. Fiber length characteristics of LPP and HPP after processing: (below) the
definition of ultra-fine, fine, and coarse fibers in Lorentzen & Wettre Online Fiber
Tester device analysis; (above) Average weight percentages of different fiber
dimensions in LPP and HPP, measured and classified by the same device.
LPP and HPP, respectively. It should be pointed out that LPP and
HPP were prepared as aqueous suspensions at concentrations of
3% and 1%, respectively. As a consequence, the amount of free
water was compensated in all mixture calculations.

Fig. 3 highlights the size and morphology differences between
LPP and HPP in the vicinity of cement particles. Both samples were
freeze-dried and scanned by a Phenom Pharos Desktop SEM from
Thermo Fisher Scientific at a scale close to the median particle size
of the cement utilized in this study (14 mm). The LPP consisted of
fibrils of micro-size containing integrated filaments. Conversely,
in HPP, microfibers were opened and flattened because of high
mechanical energy, and nanofibers were exposed and spread in
planes. These SEM observations are in line with the data obtained
from the L&W Fiber Tester analysis in Fig. 2, as both observations
confirmed higher percentages of ultra-fines in HPP.

The cement CEM I 52.5 R, provided by ENCI (the Netherlands),
was used to compare and contrast the viscosity modifying perfor-
mance of LPP and HPP in cement grouts. The CEM I 52.5 R is an
ordinary Portland cement with a high specific surface area (Blaine
of ca. 527 m2/kg [42]) and early strength (30 MPa at one day [42]).
It is appropriate for applications like shotcreting and grouting. The
chemical composition of CEM I 52.5 R, identified by X-Ray Fluores-
cence and its particle size distribution, measured by Malvern
Mastersizer 2000 particle size analyzer are detailed in Fig. 4.

A polycarboxylic ether-based superplasticizer (SP) with a solid
content of 35% was utilized to disperse cement particles. The
dosage of SP was calculated as the ratio of the weight of its solids
to that of the binder. Neat cement grout, with no VMA, was pre-
pared and used as the reference mixture (REF) in the study. Two
commercially available high-performance VMAs, diutan gum and
MasterMatrix DSC 100 (MM), were used to investigate the rheol-
ogy adjustment performance of LPP and HPP. The MasterMatrix
DSC 100, manufactured by BASF, was an aqueous solution of a
high-molecular-weight synthetic copolymer with a recommended
dosage between 0.1% and 1.0 % by weight of the binder, by the
manufacturer.

2.2. Experimental methodology

2.2.1. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on rheological behavior
A high shear mixing procedure was used to prepare all the

cement grouts to not only study grouts but also provide a paste
with comparable rheological properties to that of concrete from
which aggregates had been removed [43]. The mixing procedure
started with mixing cement with water, SP, and VMA in a
double-wall mixing bowl connected to a bath thermostat at
800 rpm for 1 min at 23 �C. Then, the mixer was stopped and
scraped with a spatula for 30 s. Next, the mixer was started at
2000 rpm, and the materials were mixed for another 2 min. After
stopping the mixer and scraping the bowl for 30 s, the mixing
was continued at the same angular velocity for 1 min. Finally,
cement grouts were placed in the rheometer, and ten minutes after
the cement came into contact with water, the rheometer was
started to study the flow behavior. The rheometer was an Anton
Paar 501 device equipped with a Peltier Plate temperature control
system to keep the temperature steady at 23 �C in all the experi-
ments. A concentric cylinder geometry consisting of a serrated
bob and cup was used to avoid wall slip. All the samples were pre-
conditioned for one minute with a shear rate of 50 s�1 before start-
ing the measurements. Subsequently, a shear rate sweep was
performed consisting of six one-minute steps at shear rates of
100 s�1, 80 s�1, 60 s�1,40 s�1, 20 s-1and 10 s�1, respectively. In view
of the fact that cement grouts showed thixotropic behavior, the
shear stresses at the end of each one-minute step were recorded
and used in rheological models. The recipes of the grout mixtures
are shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 3. The micrographs of milled paper pulp at different fineness: (left) LPP; (right) HPP.

Fig. 4. Physical and chemical properties of the cement CEM I 52.5R: (left) Cumulative particle size distribution; (right) chemical composition.
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As mentioned before, the superplasticizer (SP), HPP, and LPP
were aqueous suspensions at the concentrations of 35%, 3%, and
1%, respectively. For the reason that the amount of free water
was compensated in all the mixtures, the dosages shown in Table 2
present the dosage of their solids. In other words, LPP and HPP at
their maximum dosage of 0.12% in Table 2, were aqueous suspen-
sions at the dosages of 4% and 12% of cement weight, respectively.
These dosages were selected based on our previous studies [44]
and technical literature [39,45]. Another reason for opting for these
dosages was to test similar dosages of LPP and HPP with those of
diutan gum and the maximum recommended dosage of
MasterMatrix.
Table 2
Recipe of cement grouts modified with different viscosity modifying admixtures, namely Ma
shown as the ratio of the weight of solids to that of the cement. The dosage of MasterMatrix

Mix w/c SPdosage (%) MasterMatrixdosage (%)

REF 0.4 0.175% 0
MM5 0.4 0.175% 0.5%
MM10 0.4 0.175% 1.0%
D4 0.4 0.175% 0
D8 0.4 0.175% 0
D12 0.4 0.175% 0
LPP4 0.4 0.175% 0
LPP8 0.4 0.175% 0
LPP12 0.4 0.175% 0
HPP4 0.4 0.175% 0
HPP8 0.4 0.175% 0
HPP12 0.4 0.175% 0
In order to quantify viscosity-modifying performances of VMAs,
the Bingham model (BM) and Herschel-Bulkley model (HBM) were
used. The Bingham model is expressed as

r ¼ rD þ gB
_c ð1Þ

with r the shear stress, rD the dynamic yield stress, gB the plas-
tic viscosity, and c

:
the shear rate. This model is widely used to

describe the rheological behavior of cementitious materials [46]
and can be employed to characterize the viscosity modifying influ-
ence of VMAs.

The Herschel-Bulkley model is a combination of the Bingham
and power-law models and has the form
sterMatrix, diutan gum, LPP, and HPP. The dosages of SP, diutan gum, LPP, and HPP are
is demonstrated as the weight of the liquid synthetic copolymer to that of the cement.

Diutan gumdosage (%) LPPdosage (%) HPPdosage (%)

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0.04% 0 0
0.08% 0 0
0.12% 0 0
0 0.04% 0
0 0.08% 0
0 0.12% 0
0 0 0.04%
0 0 0.08%
0 0 0.12%



Fig. 5. Rheological data and Bingham fits of grouts with different viscosity-modifying admixtures (REF: reference; MM: MasterMatrix; D: diutan gum; LPP: Low-energy
milled paper pulp, and HPP: High-energy milled paper pulp).
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r ¼ r0 þ K _cn ð2Þ
with r0 the yield stress of this model, K the consistency factor, n

the flow index, and r and c
:
as used previously.
Fig. 6. The Bingham model parameters of grouts with different viscosity-modifying adm
paper pulp, and HPP: High-energy milled paper pulp).
2.2.2. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on hydration kinetics
The hydration kinetics of the cement grouts were measured

using a TAM Air isothermal calorimeter, according to ASTM
C1679 [47]. First, all the samples were mixed externally and were
ixtures (REF: reference; MM: MasterMatrix; D: diutan gum; LPP: Low-energy milled
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transferred into glass ampoules and sealed. Then, they were loaded
into the calorimeter to measure the heat flow for seven days, with
a set temperature of 20 �C. The hydration kinetics results were
evaluated by comparing the graphs of normalized thermal power
as a function of time, according to ASTM C1679 [47]. The mixtures
REF, D8, LPP8, HPP8, and MM10 of Table 2, were utilized in hydra-
tion kinetics studies, with the mere difference that superplasticizer
dosages in all the samples were raised from 0.175% to 0.28% (i.e.,
the dosage of the aqueous solution of superplasticizer was raised
from 0.5 to 0.8) to ease inserting grouts into the ampoules.

2.2.3. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on shrinkage
The autogenous shrinkage of cement grouts was measured

according to ASTM C1698 [48] to investigate the water stabiliza-
tion performance of the studied additives and possible influences
on volume change of cement composites. This standard test
method utilizes a dilatometer bench to measure the length change
of corrugated tubes, filled with grouts under constant temperature.
Three replicate samples were made, and the measurements started
after the final setting time of the grouts. The final setting time was
determined, according to ASTM C191 [49]. The corrugated plastic
tubes had a length of 420 ± 5 mm and an outer diameter of
Fig. 7. Rheological data and Herschel-Bulkley fits of grouts with different viscosity-mo
energy milled paper pulp, and HPP: High-energy milled paper pulp).
29 ± 0.5 mm. All the samples and measurement devices were
stored in a climate chamber at 23 ± 1 �C. Similar mixtures as those
used in hydration kinetics studies were utilized for autogenous
shrinkage experiments.
2.2.4. Simulated aging of milled paper pulp
In order to simulate the highly alkaline environment of the bin-

der, a saturated solution of calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) with a pH
of 12.4 was prepared. Then, HPP and LPP were added to the solu-
tion and stored for 20 days. Next, the samples were dried in a
freeze dryer (Alpha 1 – 4 LD plus from Christ) using the following
settings:

� Ice condenser = -57 �C
� vacuum < 1 bar
� t = 48 h

Finally, a Perkin Elmer Frontier Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with a GladiATR diffuse reflectance
(ATR) module was used to record the spectra of the freeze-dried
samples before and after simulated aging. Eight scans were
difying admixtures (REF: reference; MM: MasterMatrix; D: diutan gum; LPP: Low-
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acquired with optical retardation of 0.25 cm and a resolution of
4 cm�1 from the wavelength of 400 to 4000 cm�1.

It should be noticed that in ATR mode, the absolute value of the
area of a peak cannot be used for quantitative analysis as this
method only characterizes the surface of the sample. However, a
significant reduction of a peak can indicate a structural change.
2.2.5. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on compressive and flexural
strengths

Early-age flexural and compressive strengths were assessed to
evaluate the possible crack-bridging and reinforcement by the
fibers. All the standard mortar samples (water:cement:sand = 1:2
:6) were prepared using a Hobart mixer, according to EN 196–
1:2016 [44]. Cement, water, SP, and VMA were mixed at low speed
(140 ± 5 rpm) for one minute. Next, the mixer was switched to high
speed (285 ± 10 rpm), and mixing was continued for another 30 s.
The mixer was stopped, and its walls were scraped for 30 s. Finally,
after mixing for another 60 s at high speed (285 ± 10 rpm), the
mortars were poured in prism specimens, 40 � 40 � 160 mm3.
The specimens were demolded 24 h after casting and were cured
in water at about 21 �C before the tests. Tap water was used for
curing to keep conditions as similar as possible to concrete in prac-
tice. The flexural and compressive strengths of the specimens were
measured using 50 N/s and 2400 N/s as the test speeds, respec-
tively. One-way Welch’s Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used
to evaluate the effect of VMAs on the mechanical properties of
mortars. The analysis was evaluated at 5% significance level (a),
Fig. 8. Herschel-Bulkley model parameters of grouts with different viscosity-modifying
milled paper pulp, and HPP: High-energy milled paper pulp).

Fig. 9. Isothermal hydration profiles of HPP, LPP, and commercially-a
considering the equality of all means as the null hypothesis (Ho)
and the non-equality of all means as the alternative hypothesis
(Ha). Furthermore, Games-Howell post hoc tests were used to
compare the mean differences between VMAs pairs at different
ages.
3. Results

3.1. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on rheological behavior

As mentioned previously, the flow behavior of the grouts was
characterized by two rheological models, namely the Bingham
model and the Herschel-Bulkley model. The rheological data and
Bingham fits of the grouts are demonstrated in Fig. 5. In general,
all the viscosity-modifying admixtures increase the shear stress
at similar shear rates, compared to the reference. The more the
dosage of the VMA, the higher the value of the shear stress. Fur-
thermore, the range of shear stress of the grouts containing Mas-
terMatrix and LPP is comparable to each other (r < 40).
Similarly, although the shear stress in grouts incorporating HPP
or diutan gum is several times higher than that in grouts having
LPP and MasterMatrix (MM) at similar shear rates, the range of
shear stress of the former grouts is comparable to each other
(r < 250).

In order to quantify these differences and similarities, the
parameters of the Bingham model, namely dynamic yield stress
and plastic viscosity, together with adjusted R2 of the fittings, are
admixtures (REF: reference; MM: MasterMatrix; D: diutan gum; LPP: Low-energy

vailable VMAs: (left) heat flow; (right) cumulative heat release.



Fig. 10. Autogenous shrinkage of cement grouts with different VMAs.

Fig. 11. Cellulose structure. The chemical functions are highlighted.

Table 3
Chemical bonds of cellulose and their respective wavelength in FT-IR spectrometry
[55].

Function Description Wavelength (cm�1)

–OH Primary and secondary alcohols 3600–3200
-O- Ether bonds (glucose) 1205–1050 (several)
–CH2- Alkenyl bonds 2900; 1370
-O- b-glycosidic linkage 900
H-O–H Bonded water 1640
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compared and contrasted in Fig. 6. As the range of the parameters
of LPP and HPP grouts is close to those of MasterMatrix and diutan
gum grouts, respectively, the rheological parameters of LPP grouts
are paired with those of MM grouts. In contrast, the rheological
parameters of HPP grouts are paired with those of the diutan
gum grouts.
Fig. 12. FTIR spectra of LPP before (in black) and after (in red) simulated aging. (For inter
web version of this article.)
The values of the adjusted R2 of the Bingham models for REF,
LPP, and MM are more than 0.97, which confirm a strong correla-
tion. Adding LPP to cement grouts increases the dynamic yield
stress and plastic viscosity. The values of the plastic viscosity of
LPP grouts at the dosages of 0.08% and 0.12% are higher than those
of the MM mixtures at half maximum (0.5%) and maximum (1%)
dosages, respectively. Besides, LPP increases the yield stress lower
than the synthetic copolymer (MM).

Furthermore, the finer milled paper pulp (HPP) increases both
yield stress and plastic viscosity more than LPP. The effect of HPP
on rheological behavior is comparable to that of diutan gum. How-
ever, HPP increases plastic viscosity more than diutan gum and
enhances yield stress lower than diutan gum at similar dosages.
It should also be noted that the value of adjusted R2 falls to 0.9
in the Bingham fittings of the diutan gum grouts, which can be
interpreted as an indicator of nonlinear behavior. In order to eluci-
date these nonlinearities, the Herschel-Bulkley fits of the rheolog-
ical data are demonstrated in Fig. 7. All the flow curves could be
well-captured by this model (Adjusted R2 greater than 0.99). The
parameters of the Herschel-Bulkley fits of the grouts, namely yield
stress, flow index, and consistency factor are compared and con-
trasted in Fig. 8.

Adding MasterMatrix (MM) or LPP increases the HB yield stress.
However, MM increases the HB yield stress at half its maximum
dosage (0.5%), more than LPP at the maximum dosage used in this
study (0.12%). Although both K and n parameters of the HB model
are nothing more than fitting parameters [50], both MM and LPP
keep the flow index at the range of 1.2 to 1.6. Fig. 8 also demon-
strates that diutan gum increases the HB yield stress more than
HPP at similar dosages. Furthermore, adding HPP changes the sign
of the flow index, making the curvature negative (shear-thinning
behavior).

3.2. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on hydration kinetics

A comparison of the effects of milled paper pulp fineness (LPP
and HPP) with two commercially-available VMAs on hydration
kinetics is illustrated by the isothermal hydration profiles in Fig. 9.

An isothermal hydration profile is a useful tool to compare the
rate of hydration over time and can be used to calculate the ther-
mal indicator of setting time, which is the hydration time to reach
a thermal power of 50% of the maximum value of the main peak
[47]. Studies have shown that some wood-based pulp may deteri-
orate hydration kinetics due to water-soluble sugars [51,52]. The
effect of MasterMatrix, diutan gum, LPP, and HPP on both thermal
indicator of setting time and hydration kinetics are insignificant.
This negligible influence may be attributed to the very low dosages
of the admixtures needed for modifying the rheological properties.
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
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The cumulative hydration heat curves also display a very similar
degree of hydration heat for all VMAs in six days.

The peak of all isothermal hydration profiles occurs at around
24 h. This retarding behavior is due to PCE superplasticizer, incor-
porated in all the mixtures. The mixture having diutan gum has a
slightly higher hydration peak. This result confirms the findings
by Ciobanu et al. [53], where diutan gum increases the calcium
hydroxide content and hydration degree that can be attributed to
the low charge density of diutan gum and its tendency to adsorb
out of mixing water and onto cement hydration products [54].
These studies [53,54] have also shown that these characteristics
lead to lower early-age compressive strength in mixtures contain-
ing diutan gum and are discussed in Section 4.

3.3. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on shrinkage

The effects of the fineness of milled paper pulp (HPP and LPP) on
the autogenous shrinkage of the mixtures are compared with those
of the commercially-available VMAs in Fig. 10. As the rate of auto-
genous shrinkage is higher at an early age, time is shown in loga-
rithmic scale. Diutan gum increases the autogenous shrinkage of
cement grout and doubles it after 28 days. The influence of LPP
on autogenous shrinkage is similar to that of diutan gum, both
increasing its value. By contrast, HPP does not affect the autoge-
nous shrinkage of mixtures, and its value of shrinkage remains
similar to that of the reference. The different influence of HPP
and LPP on shrinkage may be attributed to the morphology and
size differences in LPP and HPP, as previously shown in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3.

3.4. Simulated aging of milled paper pulp

Paper pulp consists of cellulose, which has glucose units linked
by an ether bond named b-glycosidic linkage. Different parts of the
structure can be characterized by FT-IR, as shown in Fig. 11, where
four different cellulose parts can be distinguished. The primary and
Fig. 13. FT-IR spectra of HPP before (in black) and after (in red) simulated aging. (For inte
web version of this article.)

Table 4
Main FTIR absorption band assignments.

Wavenumber (cm�1) LPP before LPP

mOH* 3333 333
mCH* 2962–2915 292
H2O absorbed – 163
dCH2

⁑ 1429 142
dCH

⁑, mCOO* 1369 137
mC-O*, dOH⁑ 1161 116
mC-O* 1048–1015 103
mC–O–C* 894–872 897

* m: bending vibration; ⁑ d: stretching vibration.
secondary alcohols of the glucose units are shown in red color. The
alkenyl bonds forming the cyclic structure of the glucose (and a
part of the secondary alcohols in the equatorial position) are
shown in green color. The ether bond in the glucose unit and the
b-glycosidic linkage between two glucose units are shown by blue
and purple. Moreover, as cellulose is a hygroscopic material,
bonded water can also be attached to the alcohol groups. Table 3
sums up the corresponding bonds as characterized by FT-IR.

The FT-IR analyses of LPP and HPP, before and after simulated
aging in an alkaline solution, are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13,
respectively. Table 4 summarizes the results by assigning charac-
teristic peaks to their corresponding function for each sample.
Before and after simulated aging, the spectra of LPP are quite sim-
ilar, with the presence of cellulose characteristic bonds such as mOH,
mCH, and mC–O–C. Nevertheless, some structural changes are notice-
able with the disappearance of peaks at 1250 cm�1 and 800 cm�1,
which correspond to benzoate ether and C–C bonds, respectively.
As these bonds are not present in the cellulose, it indicates the
presence of impurities at the surface of the LPP, which are removed
after simulated aging. With HPP, the first observation is the pres-
ence of water after aging, with broad bands at 1634 and
3320 cm�1 due to the storage conditions. The two spectra are com-
parable except the significant reduction of the peak at 873 cm�1,
indicating some fragmentation of the b-glycosidic bond in the cel-
lulose. On the whole, both HPP and LPP show good stability in a
highly alkaline environment for a long duration (here, 20 days),
and the cellulose structure remains undamaged.
3.5. Effects of milled paper pulp fineness on compressive and flexural
strengths

The influences of different VMAs on the average compressive
strengths of mortars at 1, 7, and 28 days are demonstrated in
Fig. 14. As mentioned previously, in order to elaborate on these
influences, Welch’s analysis of variance is applied. Welch’s tests
rpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the

after HPP before HPP after

9 3335 3334
0–2851 2900 2896
6 – 1645
8 1428 1424
0 1370 1375
1 1160 1161
3 1053–1034 1060–1031
–872 896–875 899



Fig. 14. Influence of different VMAs on the average compressive strengths of
mortars at 1, 7, and 28 days. Error bars show the standard deviation. (REF:
reference; MM: MasterMatrix; D: diutan gum; LPP: Low-energy milled paper pulp,
and LPP: High-energy milled paper pulp).

Table 5
Welch’s analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the effect of VMAs on the 1-day, 7-day, and 28-d
Den: degrees of freedom for the denominator; DF Num: degrees of freedom for the num
standard deviation).

Welch’s Test (1-day compressive strengths)
Source DF Num DF

Factors (VMAs) 4 11

Model Summary

R-sq. R-sq.
91.42% 90.05

Means
Factor N Mean

LPP 6 29.832
HPP 6 31.257
REF 6 24.293
MM 6 28.350
D 6 23.957

Welch’s Test (7-day compressive strengths)
Source DF Num DF

Factors (VMAs) 4 12

Model Summary

R-sq. R-sq.
69.66% 64.81

Means
Factor N Mean

LPP 6 47.790
HPP 6 46.038
REF 6 41.520
MM 6 44.807
D 6 44.538

Welch’s Test (28-day compressive strengths)
Source DF Num DF

Factors (VMAs) 4 11

Model Summary

R-sq. R-sq.
35.27% 24.92

Means
Factor N Mean

LPP 6 52.897
HPP 6 54.305
REF 6 51.057
MM 6 54.013
D 6 52.29
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of the VMAs’ influence on the 1-day, 7-day, and 28-day compres-
sive strengths of mortars are listed in Table 5.

The standard deviations of the strengths of the mortars have
significant differences, which show that the choice of Welch’s
ANOVA over Fisher’s ANOVA is reasonable. Welch’s tests of the
mean compressive strengths at all ages have p-values<0.05. This
fact reveals that the differences in the average 1-day, 7-day, and
28-day compressive strengths of some mortars are significant.
The high predicted R2 (87.64%) in Welch’s tests of the 1-day com-
pressive strengths shows that the model generates robust predic-
tions for new observations. Although the predicted R2 of 7-day
strengths is 56.32%, which shows a fairly strong correlation, it falls
to 6.79% for 28-day average strengths, which reveals that at this
age, the model generates imprecise predictions for new observa-
tions and should not be used to make generalizations beyond the
sample data. This low predicted R2 can be attributed to the small
sample size (N = 6).

Games-Howell post-hoc test results are shown in Fig. 15. All of
the confidence intervals of the pairs having the reference, do not
ay compressive strengths of the mortars (CI: confidence interval for group means; DF
erator; N: sample size; R-sq(adj): adjusted R2; R-sq(pred): predicted R2; and StDev:

Den F-Value P-Value

.8218 85.70 0.000

(adj.) R-sq.(pred.)
% 87.64%

StDev 95% CI

1.113 (28.663, 31.000)
1.125 (30.076, 32.437)
0.411 (23.862, 24.724)
0.632 (27.687, 29.013)
1.335 (22.555, 25.358)

Den F-Value P-Value

.1869 19.45 0.000

(adj.) R-sq.(pred.)
% 56.32%

StDev 95% CI

1.858 (45.840, 49.740)
1.316 (44.657, 47.420)
0.862 (40.616, 42.424)
1.726 (42.995, 46.618)
1.474 (42.991, 46.086)

Den F-Value P-Value

.7796 8.21 0.002

(adj.) R-sq.(pred.)
% 6.79%

StDev 95% CI

1.665 (51.150, 54.643)
1.678 (52.544, 56.066)
1.038 (49.967, 52.146)
0.648 (53.333, 54.693)
2.88 (49.27, 55.31)



Fig. 15. Games-Howell simultaneous tests at 95% confidence intervals for differ-
ences of average 1-day, 7-day, and 28-day compressive strengths of mortars. The
Intervals that do not contain zero have significantly different means.
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contain zero, which means significant differences. The pairwise
comparisons also exhibit that both HPP and LPP result in mortars
with significant differences in average compressive strengths.

In order to elucidate these differences, Games-Howell group-
ings at 95% confidence at different ages are reported in Table 6.
The average compressive strengths of VMAs, which are not
grouped, are significantly different. HPP and LPP are grouped at
all ages. This group has significantly different 1-day compressive
mean strength than the reference mortar and diutan gum group.
On the other hand, HPP, MM, and diutan gum constitute a group
at seven days, which has significantly different average strength
with the reference. These differences fade at 28 days as three
groups reduce to two groups.

The average flexural strengths of mortars at 1, 7, and 28 days
are demonstrated in Fig. 16. As shown in
Table 7, the p-values of Welch’s ANOVA of these results at all
ages have values more than 0.05, the null hypotheses cannot be
rejected, and there is no evidence in the data to conclude that
the average flexural strengths are significantly different.
4. Discussion

The present study starts with rheological behavior analysis to
assess the performance of milled paper pulp at two levels of fine-
ness (LPP and HPP) and compares and contrasts their rheological
data with those of two commercially available VMAs (MasterMa-
trix and diutan gum). Several rheological models have been intro-
duced in the literature to interpret the rheological properties of
cementitious materials, namely Bingham, Herschel-Bulkley, Cas-
son, Eyring, Robertson-Stiff, De Kee, and Vom Berg models [46].
Among these, the Bingham model is more than just a fitting equa-
tion and reveals the physical differences of cement grouts. For
example, plastic viscosity shows the stickiness of the material,
while the critical stresses required to break the structure of cement
grouts are shown by the yield stress. VMAs increase both the yield
stress value and the plastic viscosity value of cement grouts
[30,56]. If a graph of yield stress axis and plastic viscosity axis is
made, the influence of VMAs on the rheological behavior of cement
grouts can be compared [31], as shown in Fig. 17.

Such a graph is used in Fig. 18 to compare and contrast data on
the influence of different levels of fineness of paper pulp on the
rheological properties of cement grouts. This Figure highlights
the significantly different influences of LPP and MasterMatrix on
the flow parameters of cement grouts. While MasterMatrix affects
the yield stress significantly, LPP mainly affects the plastic viscos-
ity. Besides, the plastic viscosity-yield stress ratio of the HPP grouts
are higher than that of diutan gum grouts at similar dosages. These
insights on the performance of VMAs provide a basis for under-
standing the mechanism of action of paper pulp on the rheological
properties of cement composites and may be used in choosing
VMAs for different applications.

Furthermore, Fig. 18 shows that the influence of HPP on the
flow parameters of cement grouts is a few times more significant
than that of LPP at similar dosages. This difference can be attribu-
ted to the changes caused by milling to the mechanism of action of
paper pulp. As previously shown in Fig. 2, while ultrafine fibers
make up around 30% of LPP, their percentage rises to around 85%
in HPP.

Besides, Fig. 18 demonstrates that diutan gum increases yield
stress a little more than HPP and enhances plastic viscosity slightly
less than HPP. The high values of yield stress and plastic viscosity
in diutan gum can be attributed to the working mechanism of diu-
tan gum in the presence of polycarboxylate ether-based superplas-
ticizers, which is based on its high molecular weight and water
immobilization [54,57].

Fig. 19 shows an SEM picture of LPP diluted in water and depos-
ited on a silicon wafer. Item 1 shows long fibers, while Item 2
shows a stack of ultrafine fibers. The fibers are able to hold cement
particles together and modify the rheological behavior of cement
grouts by bridging flocculation. The magnitude of this physical
mode of action can be modified by incorporating 3rd generation
superplasticizers (polycarboxylic ether (PCE) based SPs) in the
mixture, as these SPs cause cement particles to repel each other
through a combination of electrostatic repulsion and steric hin-
drance [58–61] or just through steric hindrance [61–63]. Further-
more, as paper pulp fibers are hydrophilic, they can absorb and
retain water resulting in a higher concentration of the matrix
and a higher value of viscosity. Mechanical milling affects both
bridging flocculation and swelling mechanisms of fibers and
changes the performance of LPP to that of HPP as a VMA.



Table 6
Games-Howell grouping information of the 1-day, 7-day, and 28-day compressive strengths of mortars at 95% confidence. Means that do not share a letter are significantly
different.

Games-Howell Pairwise comparison (1-day compressive strengths)
Factor N Mean Grouping

HPP 6 31.257 A
LPP 6 29.832 A B
MM 6 28.350 B
REF 6 24.293 C
D 6 23.957 C

Games-Howell Pairwise comparison (7-day compressive strengths)
Factor N Mean Grouping

LPP 6 47.790 A
HPP 6 46.038 A B
MM 6 44.807 A B
D 6 44.538 B
REF 6 41.520 C

Games-Howell Pairwise comparison (7-day compressive strengths)
Factor N Mean Grouping

HPP 6 54.305 A
MM 6 54.013 A
LPP 6 52.897 A B
D 6 52.29 A B
REF 6 51.057 B

Fig. 16. Influence of different VMAs on the average flexural strengths of mortars at
1, 7, and 28 days. Error bars show the standard deviation. (REF: reference; MM:
MasterMatrix; D: diutan gum; LPP: Low-energy milled paper pulp, and HPP: High-
energy milled paper pulp).

Fig. 17. Effect of adding water, superplasticizer (SP), or VMA on the Bingham yield
stress and plastic viscosity of cement grout [31].
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The dynamic yield stress is calculated by extrapolating rheolog-
ical data. Hence, although the linear Bingham model provides a
basis for comparing and contrasting different VMAs based on yield
stress and plastic viscosity, the value of the extrapolated dynamic
yield stress diverges from its true value as nonlinearity in the rhe-
ological data rises. In these cases, the Herschel-Bulkley model gives
a more realistic yield stress value as it fits nonlinear data better.
Table 7
Welch’s analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the effect of VMAs on the 1-day, 7-day, and 28-day
Num: degrees of freedom for the numerator).

Welch’s Test (1-day flexural strengths)
Source DF Num DF

Factors (VMAs) 4 4.1

Welch’s Test (7-day flexural strengths)
Source DF Num DF

Factors (VMAs) 4 4.1

Welch’s Test (28-day flexural strengths)
Source DF Num DF

Factors (VMAs) 4 4.9
However, as this model does not give information on the viscosity
of the cement grouts, comparing different VMAs with this model is
difficult. In order to take this nonlinearity into account, a few
researchers proposed to use a second-order polynomial model as
follows
r ¼ rD þ gB _cþ cc
: 2 ð3Þ

with c the c-parameter, and rD;r; _c; and gB as used previously
[64,65]. The modified Bingham properties are then calculated by
suppressing the second-order term, which is significantly low
flexural strengths of the mortars (DF Den: degrees of freedom for the denominator; DF

Den F-Value P-Value

1667 2.26 0.221

Den F-Value P-Value

5687 5.65 0.057

Den F-Value P-Value

0180 2.24 0.203
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Fig. 19. SEM picture of LPP in water with ET detector; 1-long fibers, 2-small fibers (Courtesy of Sappi�).

Fig. 18. Effect of different VMAs on the Bingham yield stress and plastic viscosity of cement pastes at the maximum dosage studied in this paper.
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[66]. However, if the second-order term is significant, there is no
reason to be suppressed. If not, it might be erroneous to use the
modified Bingham model this way, as it cannot differentiate
between a material with modified Bingham properties (rD;gB; c)
of say ða; b; cÞ with another material with modified Bingham prop-
erties of ða; b; c0Þ. Hence, this study proposes to apply the modified
Binghammodel, but instead of suppressing the c-parameter, utilize
Fig. 20. c-parameter of the Modified Bingham model.
it to show the deviation from the Binghammodel or in other words
to show the nonlinearity. The c-parameters of the grouts are
shown in Fig. 20. The adjusted R2 of the model in all computations
were more than 0.99, which shows a strong correlation.

As illustrated in Fig. 21, the c-parameter of the grouts contain-
ing MM and LPP remains similar to that of the reference at all
dosages used in this study, while both HPP and diutan gum change
this parameter dramatically. Diutan gum increases the c-
parameter, which indicates that the true dynamic yield stress of
the diutan gum grouts is higher than what presented by the Bing-
ham model. On the other hand, HPP reduces the c-parameter and
Fig. 21. c-parameter change by adding different VMAs.
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changes its sign, which indicates that the true dynamic yield stress
of the HPP grouts is lower than what is obtained from the Bingham
model. The higher the dosage, the higher the effect.

In order to assess the influence of LPP and HPP on the fluidity of
mortars, flow spread tests by mini-slump cone, at five different
dosages, were performed. The ratio of water:cement:sand in the
mortars was kept constant at 1:2:6, similar to EN 196–1 [67].
The flow spread tests were used to calculate the relative slump
flow parameter (C) as follows

C ¼ d1 þ d2=20½ �2 � 1 ð4Þ
with C the relative slump flow, and d1 and d2 measured slump

flows (cm). Some researchers [68] proposed to use this parameter
to determine the minimum water demand to initiate flow (MWD)
and relative water demand to increase fluidity (RWD) in mortars.
With the objective to calculate MWD and RWD, a linear regression
analysis between C and w/c is performed, where the intercept of
the linear fit represents the MWD, and the slope of the linear fit
represents the RWD [69].

This study proposes to use the relative slump flow to compare
and contrast the influence of LPP with that of HPP on the fluidity
of mortars by introducing two parameters: (1) minimum VMA
demand to stop flow (MVD), and (2) relative VMA demand to
decrease fluidity (RVD). With the objective to calculate MVD and
RVD, a graph of the dosage of paper pulp axis and the relative
slump axis is made. Then, a linear regression analysis is performed,
in which the intercept of the linear regression equation represents
Fig. 22. Flow characteristics of the standard mortars having LPP and HPP, using the
relative slump parameter, calculated based on the mini-slump flow test.

Fig. 23. Games-Howell grouping trend of compressive strengths of mortars at 95% con
different.
minimum VMA demand to stop flow (MVD), and the absolute slope
of the linear regression equation represents relative VMA demand
to decrease fluidity (RVD). Fig. 22 displays these parameters along
with the flow characteristics of the standard mortars having LPP
and HPP. Incorporating HPP in mortars lowers the value of MVD
by 35% and reduces the value of RVD by 31% in comparison to
LPP. In other words, HPP more efficiently controls the fluidity of
mortars by increasing viscosity.

The small dosages of HPP and LPP needed for viscosity-
modifying effect, have an insignificant effect on the hydration
kinetics of cement grouts and flexural strength of mortars. How-
ever, they affect the compressive strength of mortars. Because of
the differences in the variances of the compressive strength of
mortars, Welch’s ANOVA is used. Games-Howell grouping trend
of compressive strengths of mortars at 95% confidence at different
ages are shown in Fig. 23. VMAs that are not in an enclosed area are
significantly different. The mean strength of HPP and LPP mortars
are significantly different from that of the reference at one and
seven days. The difference between LPP and the reference fades
after 28 days as the grouping becomes broader and less variant.
However, ultrafine milled paper pulp (HPP) continues to have sig-
nificantly different compressive strength at 28 days.

The higher strength at early-age in mixtures containing HPP
and LPP is in line with the findings on the compressive strength
development in cement composites containing low dosages of cel-
lulose filaments [70] and can stem from the bridging effect thanks
to the developed bond between paper pulp filaments and cement
hydration products. On the other hand, the lower early-age
strength in mixtures containing diutan gum is in line with the find-
ings on the low compressive strength of mixtures containing diu-
tan gum [53] as a result of the low charge density of diutan gum
and its tendency to adsorb out of mixing water and onto cement
hydration products [54]. However, at later ages, as more hydration
products are developed in mixtures, the influence of these charac-
teristics in paper pulp and diutan gum diminishes, and the obvious
difference in compressive strength after one day fades away after
twenty-eight days.

In light of the fact that the main aim of this investigation is
shedding more light on the versatility and the value that the
milling process adds to paper pulp as a viscosity modifying admix-
ture, various characteristics of cement composites containing HPP
and LPP are tested in the first month after casting. Further research
may investigate the durability of paper pulp in cement composites.

5. Conclusions

In the present research, the effects of fineness of milled paper
pulp (LPP and HPP), obtained from different industrial mechanical
milling levels of the same source of paper pulp, on the fresh and
hardened properties of cement grouts are investigated. Two com-
fidence at different ages. VMAs that are not in an enclosed area are significantly
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mercially available viscosity modifying admixtures, namely diutan
gum and MasterMatrix, are used for comparison analysis. Based on
the properties assessed and the results obtained, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

� Milled paper pulp, made by mechanical milling, modifies the
rheology of cement grouts and can be categorized as a sustain-
able VMA. The viscosity-modifying mechanism of paper pulp in
cement grouts is a combination of bridging flocculation and
swelling.

� High-energy milled paper pulp (HPP) consists mostly of the
ultrafine fibers of the hierarchical structure of paper pulp and
enhances both the plastic Bingham viscosity and dynamic yield
stress of cement grouts more significantly than low-energy
milled paper pulp (LPP).

� The range of the rheological effect of HPP on cement grouts is
analogous to that of diutan gum at similar dosages. However,
the ratio of the plastic viscosity to the yield stress in HPP is
more significant than that of diutan gum grouts.

� The influence of the low-energy milled paper pulp (LPP) on the
rheological behavior of cement grouts differs from that of the
high-molecular-weight synthetic copolymer (MM) in that while
the LPP mainly increases the plastic viscosity, the synthetic
copolymer primarily changes the yield stress.

� The c-parameter of a second-order modified Bingham model is
proposed to take the differences in the nonlinearity of grouts
into account. While LPP and the high-molecular-weight syn-
thetic copolymer (MM) do not influence the c-parameter of
the cement grout, both HPP and diutan affect it significantly.
Contrary to diutan gum that increases the c-parameter, HPP
decreases it and makes its value negative. This change in sign
of the c-parameter is an indicator that the true dynamic yield
stress of the HPP grouts is lower than what is obtained from
the Bingham model.

� Both LPP and HPP do not affect the hydration kinetics and ther-
mal indicator of setting time. Besides, they both show good sta-
bility in a high alkaline environment.

� Welch’s ANOVA confirms a significant difference in the average
compressive strength of mortars with paper pulp with that of
the reference. Games-Howel post hoc test shows that both
LPP and HPP increase the 1-day and 7-day compressive strength
of the mortars, compared to the reference. After 28 days, the
significance of the difference between the compressive strength
of reference mortars with that of LPP mortars fades but HPP
mixtures continue to have higher compressive strength. A sim-
ilar analysis shows that milled paper pulp does not affect the
flexural strength of mortars at the dosages used for flow
adjustment.
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